1. Review of ADNI3 Sequences (PURE/Prescan Normalize/CLEAR and Fat Sat Selections)

Reviewed the Excel spreadsheet (ADNI3 Sequences Pure_FatSat (2))

(PURE/CLEAR/Prescan Normalize)

DTI, Pure would assist in skull stripping, but not necessarily change the values of DTI.

ASL, Unsure why PURE is off.

FMRI, Unable to turn CLEAR off for Philips, so no changes will be made.

(FAT SAT)

FLAIR, will change 24x sites ASAP

fMRI, will implement on GE MR750 25 and 24x

Any changes made to the protocols will be posted on the LONI pages.

2. LONI Website Update

a. New website has been implemented, Mayo and LONI have been working to make changes, but if other users see anything that should be changed please contact us.

Noted, will continue to work with LONI on updating website. MRI Core is invited to please send along any changes they wish to see made.

3. September Meeting - 9/18/2018